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ABSTRACT
The Cal Poly Wind Power (CPWP) club is competing in the Collegiate Wind Competition (CWC) hosted
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The CWC is hosted annually by NREL to increase
the number of skilled workers prepared to work in the wind energy industry. Our senior project team is one
of several design teams contributing to the CPWP prototype turbine design including the pitching
mechanism, blade design, generator, and shaft. The scope of this project is to design the yaw mechanism,
tower, and nacelle. The goal is to create components that function well with other planned components and
are easily manufacturable due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The needs of CPWP, discussions with our
sponsor, preliminary design research, and competition requirements direct the plan for the project. The
project timeline is faster than that of the Cal Poly Senior Project class due to requirements of the CWC, so
it is important that the project is well-defined, and cohesion is emphasized. The results from our ideation
process includes a final concept design for each component. The final design, manufacturing and material
procurement, design testing and verification, and all other information necessary to build and test the design
are outlined in this report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In this document, we outline the proposed design as well as manufacturing and testing for our senior project
for the 2020-2021 academic school year at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. The Cal Poly Wind Power (CPWP)
club tasked us with designing and manufacturing the passive yaw system, the tower, and the nacelle for
their prototype turbine that will be competing in the Collegiate Wind Competition (CWC) sponsored by the
US Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The purpose of
the tower and nacelle is to support the main components of the wind turbine and ensure they fit within the
competition’s size requirements. The purpose of the yaw system is to orient the wind turbine in the direction
of the oncoming wind to avoid major losses of power from incorrect orientation.
In section 2.0 Background, we present information on the CPWP club and the CWC and summarize our
initial sponsor meetings. We report on our research of previous team’s design reports as well as technical
considerations for each component.
In section 3.0 Objectives, we propose our problem statement and outline our scope of work in greater detail.
We then delve deeper into CPWP’s wants and needs as well as the engineering specifications we derived
from our Quality Function Deployment to ensure we meet our customer’s requirements.
In section 4.0 Concept Design, we present the process of ideation for the tower, nacelle, and yaw mechanism
to reach a final concept design. We outline the functional decomposition, concept drawings and models,
and matrix development leading to a final concept prototype. We also discuss potential limitations and
concerns for the design moving forward.
In section 5.0 Final Design, we describe in detail the final subsystem designs for the nacelle, tower, yaw,
and yaw tail vane. We outline the potential safety hazards of our design as well as steps to minimize risk
and describe plans for maintenance and repair of each subsystem. Theoretical analysis is included to justify
the design decisions our team made.
In section 6.0 Manufacturing, we outline the process of fabrication, assembly, material procurement, and
outsourcing of work with additional precautions due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In section 7.0 Design Verification, we outline critical design parameters for each subsystem, and the
necessary testing and analysis to accomplish the competition requirement. This section includes testing
results and future recommendations our team suggests to CPWP.
In section 8.0 Project Management, we outline how we planned and accomplished our deliverables and
project requirements, especially given the dependency on the club and other senior projects. We explain
how we managed manufacturing and testing despite reduced access to facilities and precision
manufacturing due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Finally, in section 9.0 Conclusion, we reiterate the key aspects of our scope of work, outline our final
projects, and recommend step for future design.

2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 THE COLLEGIATE WIND COMPETITION
The CWC was established in 2014 by the DOE and NREL to encourage undergraduate students to pursue
careers in the wind energy industry and allow them to experience hands-on, industry-applicable learning
with interdisciplinary teams. The competition consists of three major components—the turbine
development, project development, and connection creation contest—all of which include milestones
throughout the year. Our project is a part of the turbine development component of the competition where
teams are required to design, test, and build a small-scale wind turbine culminating in performance tests at
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the end of the year. The final competition will be held Monday, June 7 through Thursday, June 10, 2021 at
the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) CLEANPOWER Conference in Indianapolis, Indiana.
CPWP is participating in an alternative virtual competition structure due to COVID-19 precautions.
The competition outlines technical requirements for the wind turbine in this year’s rules and requirements
[1]. These include but are not limited to:
•
•
•

The turbine must be designed for the CWC wind tunnel dimensional requirements outlined in the
rules and requirements.
The turbine must be designed to meet the loading conditions outlined in the rules and requirements.
The turbine must pass the safety inspection as outlined in Appendix A.

An in-depth breakdown of the specific requirements can be found in section 3.0 Objectives. Additionally,
detailed dimensions for the turbine-to-wind tunnel base as well as the overall dimensions of the turbine can
be found in section 3.1.1 of the CWC Rules and Requirements in Appendix B.

2.2 CAL POLY WIND POWER CLUB
Andrew Kean is our official project sponsor, as he is CPWP’s club advisor, and is mainly concerned with
the logistical aspects of our project (i.e. budget, safety, and completion). However, members of CPWP are
the main customers of our project, and we worked directly with them to meet their needs. Overall, both
CPWP and our project are operating under the restrictions of the competition rules and safety regulations
outlined by the DOE and NREL.
CPWP is working on designing a small-scale wind turbine to compete in the 2021 CWC. Our team was
asked to design a yaw system that will orient the turbine into the wind, a tower that will support the major
turbine components as well as connect the turbine to the competition wind tunnel, and a nacelle to house
the components. 2021 is the first year that Cal Poly, represented by CPWP, will be competing at the
competition, so the majority of the turbine design is being done from scratch. CPWP has a partially designed
prototype for reference, but we largely are working from the ground up, concurrently with CPWP’s design,
for this year. Because of the competition’s mid-year milestones, outlined in Section 5.0 Project
Management, our concept design and portions of documentation required a slightly accelerated timeline
compared to the typical senior project requirements.
Much of our project is interconnected with the ongoing design by CPWP and a few concurrent senior
projects, who are also working on various components of the turbine. We planned to have consistent
communication with the club as well as the other involved senior project teams in order to ensure that our
project is cohesive with the rest of the turbine. Zach Dunkelberger is the Mechanical Team Lead for CPWP
this year and will act as our main form of contact with the team.

2.3 CPWP CURRENT PROGRESS
As previously mentioned, our design is linked with the designs of the other turbine subsystems. There are
various other design groups, including the senior project teams and CPWP, currently working on the CPWP
competition turbine subsystems, with different levels of progress.
The pitching mechanism senior project group has made considerable progress in their design, having
already finished their Preliminary Design Review report during our first quarter of design. The purpose of
the blade pitching mechanism is to maximize power generation of the wind turbine by maintaining constant
rotor mechanical power. This is done by dynamically changing each blade's angle of attack as the wind
speed changes. The pitching mechanism also functions as a safety mechanism, changing the blade pitch to
feather, effectively inhibiting the wind turbine blades from reaching dangerously high rotational speeds.
The pitching team has completed background research of five mechanisms utilized either in the CWC last
year or in commercial wind turbines, examining how each mechanism works and their effective strengths
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and weaknesses. Additionally, the pitching team had completed concept design and ideation and was
moving towards concept development when we started our project.
During our first quarter, CPWP was largely working on the rotor design of the turbine. The rotor design
includes choosing an airfoil for the blades, determining the chord and twist distribution, and calculating
aerodynamic forces on the rotor for senior project analysis. The rotor design is interconnected with the
pitching senior project and the blade manufacturing senior project as well as the electrical team. The shaft
analysis team had prepared preliminary shaft analysis and setup a calculations spreadsheet. However, this
design was delayed because it was waiting on dimensions and additional parameters from other subsystems.
As the rotor and shaft are critical components for the overall function of the wind turbine, they were
prioritized and designed first. Design decisions that crucially impact the components we are designing,
including the component positioning within the nacelle, had not been completed yet; our team had to work
concurrently with the other teams as they progressed, and we designed our components in such a way that
they could be easily modified if CPWP or the senior projects make any major design changes.
In our initial meetings with the sponsor, we were given the following directives:
•

•
•
•

Our scope is exclusively the yaw, the fin/vane, the tower/base, and nacelle.
o Shaft Design and Bearing Placement will be left to the CPWP.
o CPWP requests a passive yaw mechanism.
o Nacelle material selection is our decision.
o Manufacturing processes are our decision. We should keep in mind distributed
manufacturing and how we will manufacture and test critical components with reduced
access to facilities.
Our design timeline is simultaneous with CPWP’s, we needed to maintain communication with
them and be patient and flexible with dimensions and other parameters.
o CPWP will give us details so we can chain tolerances.
Our team is responsible only for nacelle housing, not the placement of components within them.
CPWP gave us accelerated milestones ahead of the senior project process, including manufacture
of the nacelle base and frontal plates as well as yaw components by 2/28/21.

2.4 EXISTING DESIGNS
The DOE provides technical design reports from each team that competed in the CWC from previous years.
These reports outline the team’s design choices on each component of the wind turbine, ranging from the
mechanical components to the electrical load systems. These reports will provide the most relevant
information for our senior project, as they include designs that are specifically tailored for the competition
requirements and restrictions.

2.4.1 Yaw and Yaw Vane
Only passive yaw systems were used in each design report from previous competitions. Most systems had
different implementations of ball bearings to create two full rotations of the nacelle. For the yaw, it is
important to understand and research the disadvantage and advantage of ball bearings on rotating surfaces.
Since the yaw is a critical component of the turbine, we spent most of our time on this component.
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Figure 1. Yaw Designs from CSU Maritime Academy and University of Wisconsin, respectively [2, 3]
Figure 1 include yaw designs from 2019 for two different schools. The Maritime Academy utilized a single
open ball bearing, a bearing housing, and a bearing foundation for the yaw system to support the load and
allow rotation of the nacelle [2]. Unlike the Maritime Academy, the University of Wisconsin had a simpler
design that used three ball bearings and a housing flange that directly connected to the tower and nacelle
[3].
The yaw vane is a subsystem of the yaw. It is responsible for the rotation of the yaw, utilizing aerodynamics
to turn the turbine into the direction of the wind. There are a variety of different yaw vanes developed by
each school. Different schools used different yaw vanes for the purpose of rotating the turbine while also
expressing their creativity. Since the reports do not include much information on how the yaw vane shape
impacts yaw performance, besides a minor surface area calculation, it could be a component that
emphasizes unique ideas to make the turbine stand out from other competitors.

Figure 2. Past Fin Designs from Virginia Tech University, James Madison University, University of
Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania State University, respectively [4, 5, 3, 6]
Figure 2 illustrates some of the past vane designs from different schools and demonstrates many creativities.
James Maddison University’s design was a shark fin [5], whereas the University of Wisconsin’s design was
a beehive tail vane [3] which was the most distinctive design from all other schools. While Virginia Tech
University was using a “sheet of acrylic” [4] which was laser cut, Pennsylvania State University’s design
was a symmetric airfoil which utilized uniform airflow [6]. All designs were claimed to be effective and
efficient.

2.4.2 Nacelle
The nacelle is the housing unit for other components such as the generator and gear box. The shape of the
nacelle was different among the schools. Many previous reports focused, mainly, on the housing structure
of other components but vaguely describe the nacelle’s aerodynamics. Since the nacelle contains other
components from different senior project group, we must focus on collaboration and completing the design
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in a timely manner to create a solution. For the baseplate of the nacelle and location on the tower, attention
is primarily given to aligning and balancing the components within the nacelle.

Figure 3. Past Nacelle Designs from CSU Maritime Academy, James Maddison University, and Northern
Arizona University, respectively [2, 5, 7]
As shown in Figure 3, there are different ways to create a nacelle. While the nacelle from CSU Maritime
Academy was made from walnut and partially machined [2], the Northern Arizona University nacelle was
made of aluminum and was assembled using lock nuts, washers, and Loctite adhesive [7]. James Maddison
University planned to use 3D printing for the nacelle but ran out of time, so they used wood as an alternative
[5].

2.4.3 Tower
In the previous designs from the competition, the tower was designed for stiffness and strength as shown
in Figure 4. Using various CAD software, the past designs analyzed their towers by finding the highest
bending stress, maximum deflection, and factor of safety from the thrust force created by the wind at the
top of the nacelle. Material selection research is very useful when building the tower to limit deflection.

Figure 4. Past Tower Designs from University of Wisconsin, Northern Arizona University, and
Pennsylvania State University [3, 7, 6]
Overall, with regard to materials used, most of the past projects used aluminum in their tower, yaw
mechanism, and nacelle base plates since it is lightweight, durable, and easy to machine. Also, Polylactic
acid (PLA) is a 3D printing plastic material that is commonly used for some components, especially the
nacelle cover, that requires 3D printing. Some other schools used walnut in their designs. Timing is also a
significant consideration when choosing which materials to select for each component due to the
accelerated timeline of the CWC.
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2.5 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Failures of turbines can be caused from bearing fatigue, frictional torque in the nacelle yaw bearings, and
fretting corrosion. The ball and roller bearings are used for the thrust load on the yaw, but they will also
take a moment load. It is important that the loads are distributed over the case and core of the yaw bearing
such that deformation does not occur [8]. Especially for large turbines, the bearings for the yaw also become
very large. Typical bearings that we see in items like skateboard wheels support small loads, but the yaw
will have to take on large rotational and axial loads. They can be evaluated by understanding the dynamic
life, static capacity, and core failure [9].
Typically, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is deployed to analyze a wind turbine, however recent research
has showed the potential of Aeroelastic models in analyzing the aerodynamic performance of the rotor
system as well as the structural and inertial responses of the blades and tower. Additionally, subsystems
such as the blade pitch and yaw mechanism can be included with the rotor system to predict the overall
performance of the turbine in a given wind field [10].
In examining the tower, another study on a large turbine used stiffening rings to reduce the amount of
deflection in the tower. They were motivated by reducing material to make the tower more economically
efficient. They completed a vibrational study and used the FEA program ABAQUS to understand the von
Mises stress and horizontal sway behavior for a thick structure without rings, with rings, and a thin structure
with strong rings. They determined that the weight of the nacelle, blades, and rotor will be important to
determine specifications of the tower as well as avoiding resonance [11]. There are many ways to model a
wind turbine tower structure to determine the loads on the design. This study describes many complicated
mathematical optimization strategies but provide a good baseline for how wind is distributed on the turbine
and assumptions that can be made about the model [12]. Another study explains how to perform a structural
analysis of the tower during standard operation as well as when the turbine is forced to stop during high
wind speeds [13].
Regarding the nacelle, a study published in the MATEC Web of Conferences focused on improving the
aerodynamic design of a small wind turbine by optimizing the rotor and nacelle design. They calculated the
power output using hourly wind data and compared it to commercial wind turbines. The nose and nacelle
diameter as well as the volume should be kept as small as possible to achieve the best performance [14].
SolidWorks Flow Simulation can be used to predict aerodynamic characteristics of the design. Different
proposed shapes can be modelled and analyzed under various flow conditions. While the software is capable
of analyzing various parameters, surface pressure and drag force are two notable parameters for our project.
Surface pressure plots can be imported into a SolidWorks FEA model to analyze deflections and other
effects of wind forces. Drag force can be used to derive the drag coefficient of different nacelle and fin
designs, helping select a design that is most efficient.
One study published in the World Non-Grid-Connected Wind Power and Energy Conference examined
how to model and analyze a passive yaw mechanism of a small horizontal-axis wind turbines. The study
found that typically tail and offset pivot mechanisms worked best and generated a system of equations that
could be used to find the relationship between the movements and the angles of a wind turbine, useful for
further structural dynamic analysis [15].
Numerous rules of thumb exist to help guide initial design of wind turbine components. The total area of
the tail vane should be at least 5% of the swept area of the wind turbine blades. Generally, the tail vane
should have a height equal to twice the length in order to be the most effective. The tail vane should be
centered so that half the area is above the attachment point and half is below. These guidelines can help
with initial rough designs of a wind turbine tail vane.
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2.6 RELEVANT PATENTS
1. Wind Apparatus for Generating Electricity and Charging Secondary Batteries (No. 452546):
a. The patent outlines a very basic, small-scale wind turbine with a passive yaw that utilizes
a wind vane/tail to orient the turbine into the direction of the wind [16].
2. Speed reducer for use in yaw drive apparatus for wind power generation apparatus, and yaw drive
method and apparatus for wind power generation apparatus using the speed reducer (US
8,022,564 B2):
a. This patent showcases an active yaw mechanism and speed control system. While our team
is not using an active yaw, this patent could provide information on the bearing systems
and general layout [17].
3. Horizontal axis wind turbine systems and methods (US 8,836,158 B2):
a. This patent describes a unique horizontal turbine; the rotor axis is horizontal, and the shaft
powering the generator is vertical. This orientation is obviously far from what CPWP
requires of us, but the turbine utilizing a passive yaw system with a fin. The clearly outlined
bearings could further increase our understanding of typical passive yaw systems [18].
4. Fluid Energy Converter (US 7,600,963 B2):
a. This patent shows a unique yawing method. Instead of a typical wind vane/tail, they
utilized an outer casing that resembles the flutes on a drill bit. This patent highlights that
there are other methods to passively orient the wind turbine than a simple wind vane,
encouraging our team to explore deeper into more creative ideas [19].
5. Fan Oscillating Mechanism (2,590,762):
a. This is a simple patent outlining the active oscillating mechanism in a standard pedestal
fan. Similar to Patent 2, this patent may be useful for gaining a better understanding of
mechanisms that allow rotational motion about a vertical axis [20].

3.0 OBJECTIVES
CPWP is an interdisciplinary group of students participating in the CWC. The members of CPWP want
their turbine to operate in a wide variety of simulated weather conditions, so they need a way to support
and house their turbine components as well as orient their turbine in the direction of the wind. The
components must meet the competition size and safety requirements outlined in the CWC Rules and
Requirements. They should also be simple enough for all members who are working on the project to easily
collaborate. The team requires the components to be accessible/maintainable and specially designed for
distributed manufacturing and testing due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Figure 5. Proposed Project Boundary Diagram
As shown in Figure 5, our scope primarily concerns the nacelle and tower design, along with design of the
passive yaw mechanism. Our team envisions a fin attached to the nacelle to passively align the turbine with
the wind, which falls under the yaw mechanism. Outside of the project scope, the turbine design also
includes blades, the hub, the shaft, a potential gearbox, and the generator. While not explicitly under our
scope, our team was prepared to work with the other senior project teams or CPWP members responsible
for those components.
As a result of the competition rules and safety regulations outlined by the DOE and NREL, our design has
several needs that it must fulfill. Additionally, there are various parameters that should be optimized for in
order to score well in the competition.
Needs:
•

•

•

The turbine must be designed for the CWC wind tunnel dimensional requirements outlined in the
CWC Rules and Requirements:
o Rotor and nacelle components must fit within a 45 x 45 x 45 cm cube.
o The turbine support cannot exceed 15 cm in diameter and the height of the support must
be within the range of 60 ± 3 cm.
o The base securing the turbine to the wind tunnel cannot exceed a thickness of 1.61 cm.
The turbine must meet the loading requirements outlined in the Rules and Requirements:
o The turbine overall must withstand wind speeds of up to 22 m/s.
o The mounting studs on the base securing the turbine to the wind tunnel must withstand a
torque of approximately 50 N·m.
o The turbine must handle yaw rates of up to 180º/s and two full rotations of the nacelle.
The turbine must pass the safety inspection as outlined in Appendix A.

Wants:
•
•
•
•
•

Turbine components should be sufficiently aerodynamic for high performance at the competition.
Turbine components should be designed so that, even with reduced access to laboratory and
manufacturing facilities, the parts can still be properly fabricated and tested, especially in regard to
critical parameters.
Turbine components should be easily understood and accessible to new CPWP members.
Turbine components should be maintainable over the duration of the competition.
All components should be passive (i.e. not requiring any power to be diverted from the generator).
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Table 1. Engineering Specifications Table
Spec. #
Specification Description
Requirement/Target [units] Tolerance Compliance
1
Tower Height
60 [cm]
± 3.00
I
2
Base Thickness
16.1 [mm]
Max
I
3
Tower Diameter
15 [cm]
Max
I
4
Nacelle & Fin Size
Within 45 [cm]^3 box
Max
I
5
Rotate Twice
Min
I, T
Can rotate 4π [rad]
6
Factor of Safety (Shear Failure)
Factor of Safety of 10
Min
T, A
7
Tower Drag Coefficient
1 [-]
Max
A
8
Fin Drag Coefficient
1.2 [-]
Min
A
9
Nacelle Drag Coefficient
0.5 [-]
Max
A
10
Tower Deflection
0.5 [cm]
Max
T, A
11
Fin Deflection
1 [cm]
Max
T, A
12
Collision Detection
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
T, A
13
Minimal Custom Machining Design uses 70% stock parts
Min
I, S
14
CPWP Design Review
90% Approval
Min
T
*I indicates a cursory inspection, T indicates field testing, A indicates computer simulation analysis, and S indicates
similarity to existing products that meet the requirements.

The engineering specifications for our project are included in Table 1. Using Quality Function Deployment
(refer to Appendix C), our team identified the stakeholders in our project, identified wants and needs from
each stakeholder, weighed the relative importance of each want and need, evaluated competing products,
and generated a list of engineering specifications with targets and methods of testing compliance. Our plan
for each specification was as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Inspection to check if the height falls within the tolerance value.
Inspection to verify the tower thickness falls under the maximum value.
Inspection to verify the tower diameter falls under the maximum value.
Inspection to verify the nacelle and fin together fit within the target space.
Inspection, and test during field conditions, that the yaw can rotate for the required angle.
Field testing and computer analysis to determine the factor of safety is above the target value.
Computer analysis to determine the drag coefficient of the tower.
Computer analysis to determine the drag coefficient of the fin.
Computer analysis to determine the drag coefficient of the nacelle.
Field testing and computer analysis to determine theoretical and actual deflection of the tower.
Field testing and computer analysis to determine theoretical and actual deflection of the fin.
Field testing and computer analysis to determine if the turbine parts collide during operation.
Inspection and similarity to common stock parts to determine amount of additional custom
machining required by our design.

Our team was confident in our prospects of meeting the design requirements and satisfying the stakeholder
wants. We anticipated having the most difficulty on optimizing the drag coefficients on our components,
while simultaneously limiting custom manufacturing. These two requirements may conflict, and our team
anticipated a need to be creative in optimizing both values. We estimated that 70% of our parts could be
stock parts.

4.0 CONCEPT DESIGN
The tower, nacelle, and yaw mechanism components are independent of each other and have their own
unique functions. While they need to connect to one another to support the other components of the turbine,
the ideation for each needed to be separate in order to develop concepts for each function. In this way, we
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paralleled the concept design process for each component which included concept models, ideation from
functional decomposition, and decision matrices. The final concept prototype ensured that each component
would interface with the other components.

4.1 IDEATION AND CONCEPT MODELS
We began the ideation process by determining the main functions of the nacelle, tower, and yaw mechanism
shown below in Figure 6, 7, and 8 respectively. By determining the functions, it focused our ideation
process on developing ways to accomplish each function.
Houses internal components
Secures components to
turbine

Prevent foreign object debris from
entering nacelle

Maximize aerodynamics

Maintain internal component alignment

Provides easy access to
internal components

Attribute: shape

Secures yaw mechanisms
Secures internal components
Minimize vibrations

Figure 6. Nacelle Functional Decomposition
Support rotor and nacelle
Connect turbine to
wind tunnel

Withstand large loads
Withstand
drag force
from wind

Limit
deflections

Withstand bending
moment from
thrust on nacelle

Withstand
weight of
nacelle
Balance weight
distribution of
nacelle

Connections
must handle
torque of 50 Nm

Supports rotation of yaw
Minimize
vibrations

Allows passage
of wiring

Figure 7. Tower Functional Decomposition
Position nacelle and rotor
Maintain optimal orientation of nacelle

Withstand large loads

Secure nacelle to the tower

Rotor stays upstream of vane

Withstand weight of nacelle

Prevent nacelle from
lifting off

Rotate nacelle about vertical axis

Withstand moment from rotor

Keep tower concentric
with nacelle attachment

Withstand thrust loads from wind

Figure 8. Yaw Mechanism Functional Decomposition
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Since there are many traditional ways to create these mechanisms for a wind turbine, we decided it would
be beneficial to test if we could think of ideas that were outside of current designs. We completed the BestWorst Idea ideation practice for each component and the results are in Appendix D. The sheets are organized
by grouping the similar ideas around each other so that we could further explore the root of why the ideas
wouldn’t work.
In thinking about the bad qualities of the ideas, we then began individually developing component-level
ideas for the nacelle, tower, and yaw mechanism independently as shown in Appendix E. Realizing that it
would be difficult to compare system level ideas, we decided to go back to discussing the functions that
needed to be met. The function tree is summarized in Appendix F where we broke down the tower, nacelle,
and yaw mechanisms into individual sections so we could analyze their subfunctions. We then created
concept models to explore particular functions and shapes to break down which designs would be feasible.
The concept models are shown in Appendix G and allowed us to refine our ideas and develop new ideas to
help determine our design direction.

4.2 PUGH, MORPHOLOGICAL, AND WEIGHTED DECISION MATRICES
After identifying the necessary functions of our subsystems and brainstorming different mechanisms to
perform these functions, our team begun to compare different proposed mechanisms to each other. We
created Pugh matrices out of the ideas for each function which would then inform a morphological matrix.
The Pugh matrices are included in Appendix H. Pugh matrices were used to narrow down the proposed
mechanisms to the top 3-4 ideas. Since most subsystems are independent from each other, weighted
decision matrices were used to compare the top proposals for each function. The weighted decision matrices
referenced in this chapter are shown in Appendix I.

(a) Slew Bearing
(b) Tapered Roller Bearing
Figure 9. Top two yaw mechanisms
Initially, five ideas were identified for the yaw rotational mechanism: ball bearings, spherical roller
bearings, slew bearing, journal bearing, and oil/lubricant mechanism. A Pugh matrix found the oil/lubricant
mechanism to be less desirable than the other options, and a weighted decision matrix was constructed
using the other four ideas. Based off the desired specifications, the slew bearing and tapered roller bearing
ideas, shown in Figure 9a and 9b respectively, were determined to be the best options to explore further.
These two ideas scored high due to their advantage in adaptability for other components as well as ease of
maintenance and access.
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(a) Airfoil
(b) Plate
Figure 10. Top two yaw fins and fin attachments
For the fin mechanism, our team considered seven different designs: an airfoil-based fin, a honeycomb fin,
a whale fin, a flat plate, a two-planed airfoil, a two-planed plate, and flutes cut into the nacelle shell. A
Pugh matrix found the flute idea to be much less feasible than the other designs. Additionally, our team
recognized that the two-planed fin idea was largely independent and applicable to all the other ideas, so the
two-plane idea will be further analyzed separately from the fin design. The weighted decision matrix for
the fin showed that the airfoil and plate designs, shown in Figure 10a and 10b respectively, won due to ease
of research/design and of manufacturing, despite the potential better efficiency of the other designs.
For the fin material, our team did not utilize a Pugh matrix due to the smaller number of initial ideas. The
weighted decision matrix for this function showed that 3D printed PLA may be a strong potential material
due to the ease of maintenance, design, and manufacturing. Wood also emerged as a strong potential
candidate due to efficiency and aesthetics, although the substantial effort in manufacturing a wood fin did
lower its score.

(a) Sideways Clamp
(b) Hat
Figure 11. Top two nacelle attachment methods
The nacelle access mechanism had several ideas generated: a “hat”, a hinge, holes in the nacelle, an open
top, a sliding roof, a telescoping nacelle, a two-piece clamp, and wing doors. After comparing these ideas
with a Pugh matrix, four ideas were eliminated due to feasibility/practicality reasons: the holes, the open
top, the sliding roof, and the telescoping design. A weighted decision matrix was constructed with the
remaining four ideas. As seen in Figure 11a and 11b respectively, the sideways clamp and hat emerged with
much higher scores than the others, largely due to the simplicity of design and manufacture.
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(a) Airfoil
(b) Streamlined
Figure 12. Top two nacelle shapes
Initially, six ideas were proposed for the nacelle shell shape and texture. Since the texture and shape were
independent, our team removed the golf-ball texture and whale ridge texture ideas so that they could be
considered separately later. The Pugh matrix showed that the hot air balloon shape was largely worse than
the datum option, which left three options to be considered in the weighted decision matrix. The halfcylinder shape, streamline shape, and airfoil shape all scored roughly identically, indicating our team needs
to do further research on the shapes. The latter two ideas are shown in Figure 12.
As a result of the Pugh matrices, we determined that the choice of connection would be contingent upon
the selected material for the tower. Because CPWP already purchased a steel tube as a tower, we need to
analyze the feasibility of using this part as the tower. If we decide that it will not work, we are considering
using PVC which would allow us to use standard PVC flanges. If we use the steel tube, we settled on two
possible tower attachments shown in Figure 13. The lock collar option would use sections around the tower
at the base that would become tightened through the use of a lock collar. The welded flange option uses a
cylinder, which would house the tower, welded to a flat plate with additional structural supports. The tower
would be secured through set screws. The feasibility of manufacturing either part with limited access to the
machine shops is in question and may lead us to choosing a stock flange.

(a) Lock Collar
(b) Welded Flange
Figure 13. Two top tower attachment concepts

4.3 SELECTED CONCEPTS
As a result of our Weighted Decision Matrices, in Appendix I, we have many feasible options for each
component that all accomplish the desired functions function; however, due to the faster timeline of the
CWC and the COVID-19 pandemic, the feasibility of our selected concepts was anticipated to change as
we moved further into the design process. With this in mind, we discussed advantages and disadvantages
for each component as it relates to design specifications.
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4.3.1 Yaw and Yaw Vane Concept
For the yaw vane, our team selected an airfoil shape, shown in Figure 14, integrated into the shape of the
nacelle and made of PLA material. The airfoil is the most aerodynamic option, and we planned to maximize
the size of the fin by integrating it. Comparing the different types of yaw vanes in the Weighted Decision
Matrix, Appendix I, the airfoil stands out from the rest due to its versatile shape and the ease of research
and analysis to fit the main function of orient the nacelle. The integrated fin attachment can either be 3D
printed as one piece or as two pieces that are connected by fasteners or an adhesive; however, it may be
difficult to manufacture depending on the shape of the fin. Should the manufacturing process become
cumbersome, our team was prepared to consider the alternative of a flat plate which would not be as
aerodynamic but would be better for distributed manufacturability. The flat plate could be made of acrylic,
metal, or wood depending on the manufacturing feasibility to limit the weight of the fin. It could still be
integrated into the nacelle shape although a simpler single attachment at the rear would also function well.

(a) Initial concept design
(b) Concept Prototype
(c) Structural Prototype
Figure 14. Integrated attachment and airfoil cross-section concepts
The chosen yaw mechanism consists of a slew bearing and a flange. Based on the Weighted Decision Matrix
in Appendix I, the combination between the flange and the slew bearing satisfies most of the critical
specifications for the yawing mechanism’s main function. Figure 15a includes the exploded view of the
yaw system and how each part will adapt to each other. The base plate will connect directly to the outer
ring of the slew bearing by bolts. The inner ring of the slew bearing will connect to the flange, also by bolts,
which will connect to the tower. Figure 15 shows two ways the flange can be connected to the tower: by
threads or by bolts. The bolted configuration, Figure 15b, will be used if the threaded configuration is unable
to be manufactured. A slew bearing would be capable of handling moment, axial, and radial loads at the
same time; additionally, it has low frictional losses and is easy to maintain and replace as a stock part.
However, the slew bearing is the most expensive option, and if our budget is unable to support that purchase,
our team will instead use a tapered roller bearing, which would be slightly less efficient but still functional.

(a) Threaded Tower

(b) Stepped Flange with Bolts
(c) Structural prototype
Figure 15. Yaw mechanism concepts and prototypes
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4.3.2 Nacelle Concept
The team chose an airfoil cross-sectional shape for the nacelle to maximize the aerodynamics of the turbine
by minimizing the drag on the nacelle. When focused on the main function of the nacelle, the hat satisfies
all the specifications with the most point base on the decision matrix. As long as it withstands the required
loads, it could be made by 3D printing PLA material to simplify the manufacturing process; PLA is
lightweight and 3D printing is the easiest method to achieve the desired shape. While difficult to
manufacture, a carbon fiber layup could also make the form more robust. Below in Figure 16 are the
sketches for the concept as well as the concept prototype that was manufactured using 3D printing. With a
fixed frontal and base plate, the hat configuration that we chose includes a single piece cover that can be
fully removed, maximizing accessibility to the components. A bottom cover is included to avoid the
aerodynamic detriments of a flat bottom plate, and we are looking into unobtrusive fasteners to attach the
top and bottom covers. While this is similar to the sideways clamp configuration discussed in section 4.2,
the hat configuration makes the fin attachment to the nacelle easier. By using a slot or printing the nacelle
and fin as one solid piece, we avoid needing to accommodate a center seam that occurs in the sideways
clamp configuration.

Figure 16. Airfoil Nacelle Shape with Hat Configuration Sketch and Concept Prototype
If the single piece nacelle top becomes too difficult to manufacture, our team would explore the two-piece
sideways clamp which would provide the same amount of accessibility to the inside of the nacelle.
Furthermore, for the shape of the nacelle, if there is not enough room inside the nacelle for the components
specified by other design teams, we would explore a streamlined shape that is able to accommodate the
internal components while still including a bottom attachment. When making the CAD in SolidWorks of
our concept prototype, shown in Figure 17, we discovered that the yaw attachment method may have
fasteners that interfere with internal components. Our team planned to design a less obtrusive attachment
method or collaborate with club members over component placement.

Figure 17. SolidWorks Model of Yaw to Nacelle Connection
After further discussion with the rotor balancing team and our sponsor, accessibility of the shaft has led us
to consider eliminating the front plate and having the nacelle top as the front cover. By removing the front
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plate, it allows us to eliminate a press-fit of a bearing in the front plate which advances our need for
maximum distributed manufacturing by using a pillow-block bearing on a riser to support the shaft. This is
a design direction our team explored further in our final design.
The CPWP club was still modifying the locations of the internal components during the critical design
phase of the design process, so we were unable to finalize the base plate and nacelle shapes and feature
locations at first. However, the nacelle overall was to be comprised of a PLA top and bottom cover and an
aluminum base plate. With regard to the nacelle covers, we removed the front plate, as it was not necessary
structurally, and have the nacelle acting as a front cover with slots for the main shaft and linear actuators,
as shown in Figure 18. The structural prototype of the nacelle illustrated that the shape is achievable for
3D-Printing. Minimal supports were required for the bottom side of the bottom cover and any surface
roughness from supports is able to be sanded down. The inside of the top cover required significant
supports, resulting in a rough surface finish; however, the inside surface roughness does not matter
compared to the outer finish as long as the nacelle is structurally sound.

Figure 18. Nacelle covers structural prototype (scale = 2:5)

4.3.3 Tower Concept
For the tower attachment shown in Figure 19, we selected a flange that bolts down to the competition wind
tunnel and secures the tower to the flange through multiple set screws. This initial design was subject to
change. The design below satisfies the structural integrity for the wind turbine, however, the manufacturing
process for the design will not be feasible due to the time and work during the pandemic. The size and
dimensions of the tower connection to the wind tunnel are highly constrained by the competition guidelines
as shown in Appendix B. Our team expected to manufacture this via casting or welding which would require
the assistance of personnel in the machine shops to develop a mold for a cast. Casting would allow us to
achieve the required tolerances and ensure that the tower will be fixed vertically with minimal leaning. This
option is easily maintained, can be manufactured through available facilities and tools for students, and
achieves the desired functions. Should this prove infeasible, our team planned to move towards a standard
flange, which would be easier, or even towards a PVC flange from manufacturers like McMaster-Carr.

Figure 19. Tower Attachment to Wind Tunnel
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CPWP currently owns a steel tube that was used on their previous wind turbine prototype. We plan to use
the steel tube to save on costs unless we discover that it does not interface well enough with other
components, in which case we would transition to a PVC tower.

4.3.4 System Concept
Developing a system level SolidWorks model allowed us to analyze how the parts interfaced as mentioned
in the above sections. In Figure 20, the overall system includes each individual component assembled as a
wind turbine even though we were missing the rotor, generator, pitching mechanism, blades, and other
components. Overall shapes and sizes were subject change as we received information about the internal
component placement and completed further analysis.

Figure 20. System Concept Prototype CAD Model

4.4 POTENTIAL DESIGN RISKS
Appendix J contains the Design Hazard Checklist for our system design. For manufacturing, we planned to
create multiple components out of 3D printed material. This process is associated with toxic fumes that can
be harmful to inhale, so it will be done in a properly ventilated area. We also planned to attach the yaw
vane to the nacelle using epoxy which is hazardous to humans. Proper PPE will be required when working
with epoxy. Because there are many machined components, we planned to sand down or chamfer all sharp
edges so that the possibility of injury during operation is decreased.
During operation, our turbine was to be sealed in the competition wind tunnel, and we do not anticipate any
potential hazards affecting people. There are minimal risks of pinching during the securing of the turbine
to the wind tunnel and when replacing the nacelle top. None of these pinches are anticipated to be capable
of major injury. Components must be properly fixed to the wind tunnel and other components so that there
is no chance of misalignment or disconnect. While there may be other risks involved when operating the
entire wind turbine prototype, our components are passive and generally stationary, so they have limited
opportunities to cause injury. Refer to Appendix Q, User Manual, for specific detail of assembly process to
avoid being injured.
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5.0 FINAL DESIGN
5.1 DESIGN
The final design of the wind turbine will focus on the three essential components: yaw mechanism, tower,
and nacelle. The overall system CAD and manufactured design can be seen in Figure 21a and Figure 21b,
respectively, and the entire system’s technical model drawings can be found in Appendix S.
Nacelle Assembly

Yaw Assembly
(not pictured)

Tower Assembly

(a) CAD of overall assembly
(b) Final assembly
Figure 21. Final Assembly CAD and manufactured verification prototype (1000E)

5.1.1 Yaw Mechanism Design
The yaw mechanism, shown in Figure 22, consists of a slew bearing and a flange to connect the slew bearing
to the tower. The range of slew bearings available could handle the loads required. As a result, the size of
the slew bearing was not load limited but rather based on the tower diameter and the size of the inner
diameter needed to fit the necessary wires through. The wires required an 11 mm diameter, so the slew
bearing has a 20 mm inner diameter. Additionally, the inner ring and outer ring will have outer diameters
of 44mm and 70mm, respectively, which is the standard size that it can be purchased without modification.
Slew Bearing

Yaw Flange to
Slew Bearing Bolts

Yaw Flange
Figure 22. Yaw Subassembly
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The dynamic and static equivalent loads were calculated using a catalog from McMaster-Carr which
required understanding the radial and axial forces and moment loads on the component. The loads used to
calculate the dynamic and static load on the slew bearing are shown in the FBD in Figure 23. We found
that the slew bearing can handle around 260 N of dynamic load and 250 N of static load which are half the
maximum load specified by McMaster-Carr for the slew bearing we selected.

Figure 23. Forces and Moments for Pitching and Yawing Analysis
The flange, as shown in Figure 24, is meant to connect the slew bearing to the tower. The flange is tapped
on the sides and bolts go through the tower to thread into the flange. It was machined from cylindrical stock
aluminum. The top of the flange that interfaces with the nacelle base plate needs to be flat and the lip of the
flange that interfaces with the tower needs to be parallel so that the nacelle stays horizontal. Bolts thread
into the slew bearing from the bottom of the flange. The flange also has a chamfer on the outer edge the
interfaces with the inner ring of the slew bearing to avoid interference and friction with the outer ring of
the slew bearing.

Figure 24. Final Flange (1120) component
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The final design of the yaw mechanism can be seen in Figure 25. As expected, there is no interference and
friction between the flange and the slew bearing or the baseplate and the slew bearing.

Figure 25. Final design of the yaw mechanism (1100)

5.1.2 Yaw Vane
We designed the yaw vane so that it will have the largest surface area to produce the maximum drag force
from the wind. This was accomplished by integrating the yaw vane attachment into the nacelle, increasing
the usable area, as well as utilizing the entire build volume outlined by the competition. It has a symmetric
airfoil cross section, specifically the NACA 0015, rather than a flat plate to provide an additional lift force
during reorientation and help stabilize the turbine when oriented toward the wind. We designed the vane to
be printed with minimal support required and in two pieces in order to meet the build plate size of the 3Dprinters available on campus.
A tab and slot were to be printed on the bottom and top vane parts, respectively. The tab and slot were to
be printed with minimal clearance to allow for easy insertion and then secured using two standard metric
bolts. The structural prototype provided insight on the manufacturing of the vane. First, a clearance of
approximately two lines of filament (0.08 mm) on each side was sufficient to account for the printer’s
tolerance and still provide enough clearance for the tab to be inserted. Additionally, printing the yaw vane
parallel to the print bed’s y-axis minimized any shaking/tipping that occurs when the print bed accelerates.

(a) Top yaw vane integrated attachment
(b) Bottom vane integrated attachment and tab
Figure 26. Yaw Vane final design showcasing the airfoil cross-section, integrated attachment, and tab
connection between vane pieces
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The vane to nacelle cover attachment final design is shown in Figure 26. The vane was attached to the
nacelle cover using a tab and slot method as well. The same clearance as the vane tab and slot was to be
applied to the nacelle attachment, and mechanical fasteners were also used over adhesive to secure the vane
to the nacelle. While adhesive would be preferred for aerodynamic purposes, this attachment method would
not allow for the nacelle to be assembled without decreasing the size of the bottom fin attachment to avoid
base plate interference. Because it is ideal to maximize surface area, we decided to use mechanical fasteners
to attach the nacelle to the tabs of the vane. Barbed, threaded inserts were to be utilized to provide a stronger
attachment than printed threads, and counterbores were to be added to make the fasteners as flush with the
nacelle as possible.

5.1.3 Nacelle Design
Our team performed a preliminary computational fluid dynamics simulation using SolidWorks Flow
Simulation, as shown in Figure 27. The CWC asks that components are designed for 22 m/s, but competition
wind speeds will not exceed 13 m/s. Two simulations were performed: one with wind flowing parallel to
the fin and one with wind flowing perpendicular to the fin. Surface pressures were small, and no significant
deflections were detected through finite element analysis. With the wind perpendicular to the fin surface, a
normal force was estimated at 8.475 newtons.

Figure 27. SolidWorks Flow Simulation Analysis
Once internal component placement was established by CPWP, we could finalize the design of the nacelle
covers and baseplate. The overall shape of the nacelle was optimized to fit to the components as best as
possible while maintaining a streamlined shape; however, we were unable to pursue further CFD analysis
due to limitations on time and resources. We stuck with the decision to remove the front baseplate in favor
of a front cover with slots and a standalone bearing. Due to their size, the nacelle covers were printed on
the JG-Aurora 3D printers in the Mustang 60 machine shop.
We communicated with the pitching system senior project group and the mechanical team to discuss the
placement of the linear actuator mounts and internal components and how that may interfere with our yaw
connection. We opted to have a portion of the plate thicker to allow for the placement of internal
components without interference with the yaw’s center hole and bolt diameter. With a thinner plate, it would
have been necessary for internal components to avoid the yaw entirely since they required a nut to secure
the bolt on the bottom of the plate. Additionally, we opted for a multi-level plate to align the generator and
the driveshaft bearings thus avoiding additional mounts to raise the bearings up to the height of the
generator. The multilevel structure also produced a lighter baseplate than a uniform thickness. A model of
the base plate is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Nacelle base plate CAD model
Because of the cantilevered nature of the base plate and the thin cross sections, we analyzed the deflection
at the end of the base plate and the stress concentrations at machined interfaces. Using a cantilever beam
approximation of either end of the nacelle base plate, we found safety factors well within the allowable
limits as included in Appendix N. The calculations used dimensions from a preliminary design, but the final
design did not change significantly, and fillets were added.
The overall nacelle and vane assembly created in SolidWorks is included in Figure 29.
Top Vane

Top Nacelle Cover

Bottom Vane
Base Plate
Bottom Nacelle Cover

Figure 29. Nacelle Subassembly (1300)

5.1.4 Tower Design
The tower is made of a tower column, a tower base, and three ribs to connect the tower column to the tower
base as shown in Figure 30. The three ribs that connect to the tower column were welded to the tower and
the base plate to reduce stress concentrations and increase the stability on the tower structure. The base
plate has 3 holes to attach to the wind tunnel as specified by the CWC rules and a center hole to allow for
the passage of electronics. There are several considerations in the design of the tower; however, the analysis
of the tower focused on two main points: top of tower deflection and vibration. Given the small weight of
the nacelle and the large cross section of the tower, the team did not consider buckling but may need to be
looked into in the future if the load in the nacelle were to increase.
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Tower Tube

Tower Ribs

Tower Base
Figure 30. Tower Subassembly (1200)
First, to calculate the deflection at the top of the tower, a combined loading method was used. The tower
was simplified as a cantilever beam. There is an axial load on top the tower due to the weight of all the
upper components such as rotor, hub, driveshaft, and generator. There is a distributed radial load along the
tower due to the wind thrust force. Figure 31 shows a free body diagram of all the forces acting on the
tower.

Figure 31. Free body diagram of the tower
The result of the calculation was checked by finite element analysis in SolidWorks included in Figure 32
where the hand calculations were confirmed and within limits. Second, the vibration of the tower, due to
cyclic loads, was analyzed using Rayleigh’s Method, to find the natural frequency. The analytical
calculation of the tower’s deflection, stresses, and natural frequency can be found in Appendix N.
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Figure 32. FEA in SolidWorks for tower deflection maximum

5.2 SAFETY, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR
Safety is one of the most essential aspects of the design process. In order to ensure the safety of the wind
turbine and the operators, a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was performed and attached in
Appendix O. The FMEA shows various failure modes, their effects, preventable activities, and
recommended actions to eliminate all possible component failures or risk of injury during the operating
state. Blades and electrical components are some of the most dangerous parts of the wind turbine because
they can seriously injure the surrounding people while operating. We are only responsible for the yaw,
nacelle, and tower, so we worked closely with other senior project groups to make sure that our components’
failure will not lead to failure of other components.
Depending on how often the wind turbine is operated, maintenance and repair must take place. The shielded
slew bearing already had lubrication when it was bought; however, overtime, lubrication will eventually
run out and need to be refilled. Occasional inspections for signs of crack or damage are necessary to
determine whether a part needs to be repaired or replaced. For metal parts, erosion can cause parts to
decrease its performance and structural integrity. Bolts, nuts, and screws can loosen over time, and it is
critical to check and secure them in places.

5.3 COST ANALYSIS
Due to COVID-19 and the resulting limited access to the Cal Poly Machine Shops, prototyping was largely
completed with 3D printing which reduced the cost for developing the structural prototype. An in-depth
cost analysis is available in the project budget in Appendix M, which is also repeated in Table 2 (Section
6.1). Our funding, provided by Cal Poly Wind Power, sums to $600. Our team originally anticipated
spending roughly $511 on material components.
For the yaw subassembly, we purchased from McMaster-Carr stock aluminum to create the flange. The
slew bearing was our most expensive component and was be purchased from McMaster-Carr. We sought
other manufacturers that stocked a less expensive slew bearing including Alibaba and SKF but settled on
McMaster after limited findings for comparable bearings. Fasteners were also purchased locally at Miner’s
Ace Hardware for convenience.
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The tower subassembly was assembled by welding. Because steel is a commonly available material that is
easy to weld, all components of the subassembly are made of the same steel alloy. The steel plate for the
base needs to be thicker and larger than that for the ribs, so it is more costly. These steel plates were
purchased locally from McCarthy Steel. The tower tube was purchased in excess length from McMasterCarr in case more tower structures needed to be made in the future. A classmate welded the components
for our team at no cost in the Cal Poly Machine Shops. We also used the water jet services in the Cal Poly
Machine Shops at no additional cost.
The nacelle subassembly uses PLA for the nacelle covers and fin which was supplied at no cost from the
CPWP. We decided on using a thicker aluminum plate purchased from McMaster-Carr for the base of the
nacelle so that it is easier for other teams to build their design on top of it. This results in a lot of excess
material that will be removed so we explored other options that would allow for a thinner, less expensive
plate. We decided however that a thicker plate would be less difficult to machine, and we had room in the
budget for a more expensive plate. We used the remaining funds to pay for shipping costs. Any testing
materials used were household items or had very minimal cost.

6.0 MANUFACTURING PLAN
6.1 PROCUREMENT
In order to adhere to COVID-19 safety guidelines, our team purchased supplies remotely from a variety of
sources. Our sponsor, CPWP, had materials on hand that our team was able to access, namely the PLA our
team used for 3D printed parts. General mechanical hardware, such as acetone and bolts, were purchased
from Miner’s Ace Hardware, a local hardware store. Stock metals, threaded inserts for PLA, and the slew
bearing were purchased online, from McMaster-Carr through the Mechanical Engineering department.
Table 2. Final Parts Budget

6.2 MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY
This section outlines details for the manufacturing of each component of the final turbine prototype.

6.2.1 Yaw Mechanism Manufacturing
FLANGE (1120)
Circular Saw
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1. Cut aluminum billet to length (including around 10-20 mm of extra for space to engage on the
lathe).
Lathe
2.
3.
4.
5.

Face one end to desired surface finish and flatness.
Turn down the entire diameter to the 45 mm larger diameter.
Turn down 15 mm in length of outer diameter to the 38.5 mm smaller diameter.
Bore out center hole with 20 mm diameter (an English tool is okay if it is as close to 20 mm as
possible).
6. Part off with about 7mm in length of the large diameter.
7. On the end with the large diameter, face the end to desired flatness.
8. On the large diameter, add a chamfer to avoid interference with inner ring.
Mill
9. Using a rotary vice, drill 6 through holes on 28 mm bolt circle evenly spaced at 60˚.
10. Using a rotary vice, drill 3 through-one-side holes on the smaller diameter spaced evenly offset
from holes in step 5.
11. Hand tap the three side holes.

Figure 33. Final Flange (1120) component
YAW VANE (1340)
3D Printer
1. Create either STL file for printing or a .gmat file with printer settings already selected.
2. Using either a 3D printer from Mustang 60, Innovation Sandbox, or an at-home printer if necessary,
print top and bottom yaw vane components.
3. If bottom yaw vane is too large for print volume height, print a tab separately to super glue into the
bottom yaw vane.
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Figure 34. Printing process of one half of the Yaw Vane (1340)
Post Processing
4. Sand off any support material connections.
5. Sand entire covers lightly to improve material finish.
6. If necessary, add an external paint or coating to further improve print quality.
Solder
7. Using soldering iron to heat the threaded inserts and melt the PLA, slowly add threaded inserts into
3D printed holes in the Nacelle covers.

Figure 35. Final Yaw Vane (1340) top and bottom subassembly
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6.2.2 Nacelle Manufacturing
BASE PLATE (1310)
1. Acquire 3 cm thick aluminum plate material.
Water Jet
2. Secure stock material plate to water jet.
3. Water Jet multiple nacelle plate shapes out of the stock material, including the center hole.
Mill
4. Secure nacelle base plate (now cut to shape) into standard mill vise.
5. Locate holes with a center drill and then drill out all features on both the top and bottom sides of
the nacelle baseplate.
6. Using a ¾ inch endmill, face off excess material to achieve step heights and flatness/parallel
tolerances.
Hole Tapping
7. Secure the base plate to a vise or table.
8. Using a tap guide, hand tap the required features.

Figure 36. Final Nacelle Baseplate (1310) component
TOP AND BOTTOM NACELLE COVERS (1320, 1330)
3D Printer
1. Create either STL file for printing or a .gmat file with printer settings already selected.
2. Using either a 3D printer from Mustang 60, Innovation Sandbox, or an at-home printer if
necessary, print nacelle top and bottom covers.
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Figure 37. 3D printing of Nacelle covers
Post Processing
3. Sand off any support material connections.
4. Sand entire covers lightly to improve material finish.
5. If necessary, add an external paint or coating to further improve print quality.
Solder
6. Secure nacelle covers to a vice as best as possible.
7. Using soldering iron to heat the threaded inserts (for adding thread to holes) and to melt the PLA,
slowly add threaded inserts into 3D printed holes in the Nacelle covers.

Figure 38. Final Nacelle top and bottom covers (1320,1330)

6.2.3 Tower Manufacturing
BASE (1212)
Water Jet
1. Use 0.5” steel plate to cut out outer circle shape of diameter 150 mm.
2. Bore 3x12 mm holes for wind tunnel.
3. Bore a 20 mm hole in the center for wires.
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RIBS (1211)
Water Jet
1. Use 0.25” steel plate to make 3 triangle shapes with two 45 degrees angle cut and one 90 degrees
angle cut.
Belt Sander
2. Smooth out edges of the base supports.
TUBE (1210)
Circular Saw
1. Cut steel tube of 1.75” OD, 0.12” thickness to length.
Lathe
2. Turn down each face of the tower for flatness.
Drill Press
3. Drill 3 holes 5 mm in diameter 120 degrees apart 5 mm from top of the tower.
TIG Welder
4.
5.
6.
7.

Stand tube, base, and base supports together.
Weld base supports to the tower’s base.
Weld base support to the tube.
Weld tube to base.

Figure 39. Final Tower welded subassembly (1210)
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6.3 ASSEMBLY
Refer to the user manual in Appendix Q for detailed assembly instructions with photos.
1. Connect the flange to inner ring of slew bearing with six M3x0.5x35 mm bolts.
2. Connect the outer ring of the slew bearing to the nacelle baseplate using six M3x0.5x16 mm bolts
with lock washers between the slew bearing and the baseplate to avoid friction between the inner
ring of the slew bearing.
3. Connect the bottom yaw vane to the bottom nacelle cover using two M3x0.5x10 mm bolts.
4. Slide the bottom nacelle cover (with bottom yaw vane attached) onto the tower before connecting
the baseplate and yaw to the tower.
5. Connect the assembled yaw and baseplate to tower using the flange with three M5x0.8x20 mm
bolts.
6. Slide the bottom nacelle cover up and connect to the nacelle baseplate using four M3x0.5x10 mm
bolts.
7. Secure the top yaw vane to the top nacelle cover with four M3x0.5x16 mm bolts for the top four
holes and three M3x0.5x12 mm bolts for the back three holes.
8. Slide the top yaw vane over the bottom yaw vane’s tab and connect the top nacelle cover to the
bottom nacelle cover using four M3x0.5x10 mm bolts.
9. Connect the bottom yaw vane tab to the top yaw vane with two M3x0.5x10 mm bolts.

Figure 40. Final Assembly

6.4 OUTSOURCES
The tower assembly required welding the components. We worked with a classmate, Junnior Rodriguez,
for assistance in the welding process. Welding was largely only in the tower manufacturing and assembly
process. For use of the water jet, our team needed the assistance of shop technicians from Mustang ‘60. The
water jet was used during manufacture of the tower base, tower ribs, and nacelle base. Our team also
used on-campus 3D-printers at the Cal Poly Machine Shops.
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6.5 CHALLENGES & RECOMMENDATIONS
Our team encountered the largest challenge during the manufacturing of the nacelle base plate.
Due to a large number of features with precise tolerances, our team originally intended to use a CNC mill
in conjunction with the water jet to manufacture this part. However, we switched to a manual mill instead
of a CNC mill due to the difficulties of finding someone to assist with the CNC in a timely manner. With
numerous features to add, our team made a few errors that were either on non-critical features or quickly
resolved after discussing with CPWP. In future iterations of this project, our team advises that future teams
utilize a CNC machine, or otherwise examine the possibilities of redesigning the base plate.

7.0 DESIGN VERIFICATION
7.1 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
From the House of Quality analysis performed earlier in the project timeline, the final verification prototype
must fulfill multiple design constraints. System components must fulfill the size requirements and safety
standards outlined by the CWC. Additionally, the prototype yaw must be able to perform two complete
rotations in either direction, and the entire system must be able to withstand sustained 22 m/s winds and
yaw rotations of 180 degrees/s. Additionally, the subsystem components must be verified to be functional
with other components under competition conditions.
Additionally, several specifications were outlined by CPWP and our team to best optimize performance of
our prototype. The turbine must be quick to assemble and dissemble, making internal components
sufficiently accessible as defined by CPWP. The nacelle and fin must be optimized for aerodynamic
efficiency. The tower and fin will be tested to find how experimental stresses and deflections compare to
predicted values from simulation. Additionally, CPWP requests that we ensure knowledge and
understanding of the design is sufficiently accessible to club members. System aesthetics were also a
secondary objective that will receive feedback from CPWP.

7.2 PLANNED TESTING
Our design required feedback from CPWP on accessibility and assembly, design understanding, and
aesthetics. For system accessibility, our team met with the CPWP electrical and mechanical teams to discuss
competition testing. We determined what level of accessibility and speed of assembly is required to
facilitate timely installation and modification of the turbine while testing at the competition. For design
understanding, our team worked with the CPWP mechanical team lead to determine what knowledge is
essential to impart on members and then worked to develop a presentation to explain our design to the
mechanical team. Further knowledge transfer can be done should the team determine additional explanation
is needed.
Several pass/fail constraints were tested before the competition. For the competition design constraints, our
team used the Aerospace Department wind tunnel to recreate wind conditions and simulate the competition
environment as best as possible. A yawing test was performed in the wind tunnel, with all critical
components assembled, to verify the prototype can rotate twice in both directions as well as handle
sustained rotations of 180 degrees. This test, in simulating competition conditions, also verified our
subsystems function with each other and perform as expected. Finally, in accordance with the size and
safety requirements outlined by the CWC and recorded in the DVPR in Appendix P, the prototype was
physically inspected to ensure all size, physical safety, and electrical safety requirements are met.
Critical subsystem parameters were experimentally tested to ensure proper safety factors and that the
experimental system behaves as modelled. The tower and fin deflections were measured using a force
gauge, clamps to secure the components to a secure surface, and videos to verify the deflection. The tower
stress was also measured in these tests in conjunction with a strain gauge and a Vishay P3 Strain Indicator.
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Both deflections and stresses were modelled through Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for the tower and tail
vane as well as through surface pressure plots generated through Computational Fluid Dynamics for the tail
vane. Should these experiments verify that the FEA models are accurate, our team expected to verify a
factor of safety of 10 regarding tower stress failure, and the fin will have a maximum deflection of 1 cm
under competition conditions, and the tower will have a maximum deflection of 0.5 cm.

7.3 PERFORMED TESTS
A few different methods of testing were used to evaluate our design specifications. Some of the
specifications depend on member feedback from CPWP and required surveying members in order to get
feedback from CPWP. The design constraints were tested using the information and wind conditions
outlined by the CWC. Other design specifications were tested using on-campus facilities and equipment.
For full details of testing, see Appendix P – DVRP.
Our team was unable to get access to the ME Department wind tunnel within the necessary timeframe for
this project as a result of COVID safety limitations. Our team found ourselves unable to test the
aerodynamics in a wind tunnel environment, although CPWP was able to test the verification prototype’s
general functionality in the Aero department wind tunnel. Given the streamlined shape and material
selected, we do not expect there to be a large drag coefficient on the nacelle or fin.
In order to gauge the aesthetic appeal of the turbine, our team surveyed CPWP members using an CPWP
Aesthetics Survey in Google Forms in Appendix R in order to get feedback and approval. Through speaking
with various club members, we found that CPWP was happy with the shape, function, and appearance of
the verification prototype, and determined there were only a few small modifications that could be made to
improve the aesthetics of the system.
Collision detection was also a pass/fail test; our team set up and tested the turbine in Mustang ‘60, finding
that the bottom nacelle cover interfered with part alignment. After slight modification to the tower hole, the
bottom nacelle was reprinted and the prototype passed the collision detection test, as seen in Figure 41.

Figure 41. Collision testing for the bottom nacelle cover on the tower to allow for rotation of the nacelle.
We also needed to ensure that the slew bearing did not interfere with rotation through contact with the
nacelle base plate or yaw flange. As shown in Figure 42, the chamfer on the yaw flange allows the flange
to interface with the inner ring of the slew bearing only. The slew bearing is also raised off the base plate
to reduce interference of the inner ring with the base plate.
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Figure 42. Collision testing to ensure the inner ring of the slew bearing is free to rotate. The yaw flange
does not interface with the inner ring and the slew bearing is raised off the nacelle base plate using lock
washers such that it does not interface with the inner ring.
Once the prototype was assembled, we also performed a yawing test to ensure the yaw met competition
requirements. The verification prototype successfully met this requirement. As shown below in Figure 43,
the prototype turned in the wind. With all the parts manufactured, our team also verified that the components
fit within competition size constraints and Cal Poly wind tunnel. We also verified that the tolerances were
met through assembly.

Figure 43. Sequence of yaw test during gust of wind where the nacelle turns 180˚ in less than 1 seconds.
Our team performed testing of the tower in order to measure strain, stress, and deflection. Full results are
detailed in Appendix P; our team found strain and stress to be within the limits found analytically and using
FEA. The testing set up is included in Figure 44 which shows the tower with applied strain gauges, shown
more closely in Figure 45, connected in a quarter bridge to the Vishay P3 Strain Indicator and Recorder to
record micro-strain, με. We followed the User Manual to tare the measurement device using shunt
calibration and believed the device to already be calibrated.
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Figure 44. Set up for the strain gauge testing including the Vishay P3 Strain Indicator and Recorder,
tower subassembly, applied strain gauges, and wire to connect in a quarter bridge.

Figure 45. Strain Gauge EA-06-125BZ-350/E applied to the tower using Loctite Precision Super Glue
after clearing the surface using sandpaper and cleaning it with acetone.
To perform the test, we secured the tower subassembly to the tool bench using a clamp. We then hooked
the force gauge onto the tower in line with strain gauge and pulled the force gauge perpendicular to the
tower, as shown in Figure 46. One team member watched the output in micro strain on the screen of the P3
Strain Indicator while the other called out the magnitude of the force on the force gauge every 50 N from 0
to 250 N. The results were recorded in a spreadsheet and 3 trials were performed.
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Figure 46. Force gauge hooked onto the tower which is clamped on the table. The force gauge indicated
the applied force in Newtons and was pulled in line with the strain gauge.
From our analysis included in Appendix N, at the predicted loading condition of 100 N, we expected to see
values on the order of about 300 με. During the test, however, the values did not deviate much from the
tared value, even as the applied force increased which could have been caused by many sources. First, the
resistance in the wire that attaches the strain gauge to the measurement device may increase the nominal
resistance making small changes unnoticeable by the machine. The measurement device could also not be
calibrated correctly. The application of the strain gauge may have also introduced increased resistance that
would be too large for the expected strain to overcome. The strain gauge is also not perfectly aligned in the
direction of the material stress which produces bias in the measurement. The test was completed in the
shade, so temperature should not affect the result; however, it did spend a period of time in the sun and thus
could experience strain gauge creep.
Outside of these sources of error, the uncertainties in the measurement devices are included below in Table
3 as recorded from the Model P3 Strain Indicator User Manual and the 125BZ Spec Sheet for the strain
gauge. Even though uncertainty bounds from the devices may not be large, there are many other sources of
error that may contribute to the unreasonable results we measured. Due to the loading and the design, the
tower subassembly is very stiff and the small changes in strain may not show up on the measurement device.
Because of this, our team recommends further testing to CPWP that focuses on deflection and less on
material deformation.
Table 3. Uncertainty propagation in the measurement devices used based on nominal value of 300 με.
Device
Nominal Uncertainty
Absolute Uncertainty (με)
Vishay P3 Strain Indicator and Accuracy ± 0.1%
Accuracy: ± 0.3 με
Recorder – Quarter Bridge Resolution ± 1 με
Resolution: ± 1 με
Accuracy ± 5%
Accuracy: ± 15 με
Strain Gauge
Bias ± 1%
Bias: ± 3 με
Total Uncertainty ±15.333 με
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Our team also performed static deflection testing of the nacelle vane, finding that deflection was minimal
under larger loads than we expected to see in field conditions. The set-up is shown below in Figure 47 and
measurement was performed mostly on pass or fail requirement by watching the tail vane.

Figure 47. The vane clamped to a workbench at the nacelle cover connection. A force gauge was
connected to the yaw fin and pulled. No visible deflection was identified within expected loads.

7.4 TESTING OVERVIEW & RECOMMENDATIONS
An overview of our completed testing can be seen in table 4. Our team found that the aesthetics of the
turbine were largely acceptable to CPWP. Collision detection identified some areas where more clearance
would be helpful, and our team recommends CPWP keep these areas in mind in future turbine designs.
Yawing requirements and size requirements were both met by the prototype. Our biggest concern was the
strain and stress testing; our team recommends further testing by CPWP in future design iterations. Lastly,
as our team was unable to access a wind tunnel due to COVID restrictions, our team recommends further
aerodynamic testing in the future. Table 4 below summarized the result of all the testing requirements.
Test
Aesthetic Survey

Table 4. Completed Verification Testing
Results
Notes
Pass
Average Score: 8.5/10

Collision Detection

Pass

Size Requirements
Aerodynamics

Pass
Not Performed
(wind tunnels unavailable)
Pass*

Strain Gauge

*further testing advised
Yawing Test

Pass

No interference that prevents component’s
movement (after minor modifications)
All parts within size requirements
Future testing is advised
300 ± 15.333 με
Due to stiffness of structure, result is small and
negligible. Due to complications in testing setup,
additional testing is recommended to verify results.
Wind turbine is able to rotate 180˚ under 2 seconds
and withstand up to 20 mi/hr wind speed
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8.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
8.1 DESIGN PROCESS
The design process started with gathering background information on designs of small wind turbines. We
looked through designs from other universities that competed in the CWC to benchmark our design and
understand the current design field. To understand the needs of our customers, we examined the rules and
requirements of the CWC as well as interviewed our sponsor. After completing a thorough ideation phase
using matrices, we then created conceptual models to determine which design we will move forward with.
Following the design, build, and test model, we worked with the other senior projects and CPWP club to
communicate a design that meets competition requirements and the customer needs described above. The
next steps included rapid ideation so that we could meet the CWC deadline for the conceptual design. We
utilized design decision matrices to choose the best design based on the design requirements in Section 3.
Attached in Appendix K is an outline of the project process for our team over the following quarters. The
key deliverables for Cal Poly Senior Project and the CWC are shown below in Table 5. Note that many of
the CWC deadlines, denoted by (*), occur prior to the course deadlines so these deliverables were built into
our timeline.
Table 5. Key Deliverables for Cal Poly Senior Project and Collegiate Wind Competition
Key Deliverable
Description
Due
Scope of Work
Formally outlines the project objectives
10/13/20
*Conceptual Design Milestone
Provide CWC documentation of proposed design
10/25/20
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) Document design process and explain selected design 11/12/20
*Distributed Manufacturing Plan
Develop manufacturing plan for CWC
12/06/20
Interim Design Review (IDR)
Review design to get feedback on potential issues
01/14/21
Build Structural Prototype
Complete early prototyping phase
03/09/21
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Describe final design, manufacturing and testing plans 02/12/21
Building Verification Prototype
Create verification prototype and confirm safety
02/28/21
Manufacturing and Test Review
Update current component manufacturing and testing
03/11/21
Testing
Complete designed tests
03/20/21
*Subsystem Assembly and Testing Show CWC completed subsystems and test results
04/04/21
*Turbine Design Report
Finalize documentation of completed turbine results
05/23/21
Final Design Review
Document changes to design and testing results
06/04/21

8.2 ANALYSIS & CONSTRUCTION
With the selected concept chosen, we created all the necessary CAD models for each of the components of
the wind turbine. There were multiple calculations that we needed to accomplish to ensure the successful
performance of each component. For the tower, the strength, stiffness, and factor of safety were calculated
using FEA in SolidWorks to certify the effects on the tower generated by the wind thrust force and axial
force from the nacelle.
After all the necessary calculations were completed and the dimensions of each component were acquired,
the next step of the design was to choose the method of construction. For our design, there are different
ways to construct every component. Based on the time frame of the competition and the complexity of the
parts, we implemented different methods for different components. For example, we used 3D printing for
the nacelle and yaw vane because it was the easiest way to manufacture the complex shapes and sizes of
the components. On the other hand, the flange of the yaw assembly was machined from aluminum stock
since it has specific dimensions to fit the tower and slew bearing. However, the slew bearing of the yaw
system was purchased to limit the manufacturing necessary for our components.
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8.3 SPECIFIC PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS
The timeline of the project was accelerated due to our entrance in the CWC, since the competition has
deliverables that are due sooner than on the Senior Project timeline. Our team provided deliverables to the
CPWP club such that they could meet these competition requirements. Multiple groups of people were
responsible for the design of the wind turbine including three senior projects and the CPWP club.
Collaborating between groups was crucial to ensure the function of the wind turbine. To mitigate any
potential issues, the senior projects and design leads met weekly to discuss progress and were available
through Slack for any questions that arose.
Similarly, the components we were responsible for in the wind turbine needed to interface well with other
components and required minimal machining due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, we designed to
ensure that our components were updated easily based on information from various other teams. Having an
updated design in SolidWorks was crucial to ensuring that our model is functional. Fatigue analysis using
software like ABAQUS was then performed before moving on to the build phase. Once the build phase was
completed, we tested our prototype at high wind speeds in areas with high wind speeds and in the Aero
department wind tunnel.

9.0 CONCLUSION
During the design of a small wind turbine prototype’s mechanical structures, the engineering design, build,
and test process was followed and included outlining the scope of the project, finding relevant background
research, creating a concept design, and performing ideation. It also included diligent project management,
designing then manufacturing a final design, developing a procedure, and carrying out a testing plan. In the
background research and ideation phase, our team found various innovative methods and concept designs
for a prototype wind turbine. Then, the team proposed solutions and finalized the essential components of
the wind turbine through design ideation and structural prototypes. The manufacturing and assembly
process were planned so that our team could interface our parts with other CPWP systems, as well as test
our parts to ensure they perform as expected. With the manufacturing and assembly process finished, our
team conducted multiples tests for the subassemblies as well the whole wind turbine structure to verify the
analytical analysis and functionality of each component. The final design of the wind turbine performed as
expected. The CPWP members were pleased, and the internal components functioned with the design to
compete in the Collegiate Wind Competition.
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APPENDIX F– FUNCTION IDEATION
Component

Subfunction
Secure components to turbine

Nacelle

Prevent foreign object debris

Maximize aerodynamics

Provides easy access to
components

Yaw Mechanism

Maintain optimal orientation

Withstand large loads

Idea
Bolted
Adhesive
Magnets
Velcro
Command Strip
Welding
Riveting
Press fit
Suspension from top
3D-printed inserts
Metal cover
3D printed cover
Vent/flaps
Acrylic cover
Internal structure with fabric cover
Whale ridges
Streamlined shape
Airfoil shape
Rocket
Bumps/dimples to trip turbulence
Sideways hot air balloon
Half of a cylinder
Hinge
Telescope
Hat
Two-piece sideways clamp
Zipper
Stadium dome slider roof
Open top
Holes
Roller bearing
Slew bearing
Journal bearing
Ball bearing
Oil
Needle thrust bearing
Steps in housing
Steps in tower
Shaft collar
Tapered/ball bearing

XII
Secure nacelle to tower

Yaw Fin

Maintain optimal orientation

Withstand large loads

Secure fin to nacelle

Tower and Base

Withstand large loads

Connect turbine to wind tunnel

Shaft collar
Tapered flanges
Bored out flange
Press fit
Keyway
Internal system
External system
Honeycomb shape
Single plane/airfoil
Single plane/ plate
Two planed/airfoil
Two planed/plate
Whale ridges
Flutes
Honeycomb infill
Steel plate
Wood
Carbon fiber
Single attachment point
Integrated attachment
Glue/adhesive/epoxy
Two attachment points
Steel truss
Steel tube
Hollow wood post
Bamboo tube
PVC Pipe
Aluminum cylinder/tube
Square steel tube
Flange connected to plate
Concrete
Casted piece
Flange with welded supports
Pipe hose clamp on PVC
Bicycle seat post clamp

XIII

APPENDIX G – CONCEPT MODELS
Concept
Nacelle Hat

Description
The half-cylinder shape of the nacelle
sits on the base plate, covering the
components but leaving enough room
for the rotor.

Integrated Fin
Attachment

The fin is integrated into the shape of
the nacelle to help with aerodynamics
and achieving the largest shape of the
fin. Could be 3D printed into the shape
of the nacelle.

Two Plane Fin

The fin uses two planes to increase the
aerodynamics of the shape. It could be
attached with a single point at the back
or integrated into the shape.

Flange with
Roller and
Needle Bearing

The function of rotating the nacelle is
allowed a roller bearing preAss fit into
an external flange that attaches to the
nacelle, supported by a lock collar and
needle thrust bearings.

Two-Piece
Creating an accessible nacelle allows
Sideways Clamp access to the parts inside so the two
Nacelle
pieces of the nacelle would be attached
along a rib such that one side is easily
removable. The layers play with
making the shape more aerodynamic.
Integrated Fin
Incorporating the fin into the two-piece
Attachment
sideways clamp of the nacelle involved
an extended piece that would also be
bolted in at the rib.
Horse Shaped
Fin

The horse shape of the fin integrates Cal
Poly’s mascot into the design.

Image

XIV
Cal Poly
Emblem Fin

The Cal Poly emblem of the fin
integrates Cal Poly logos into the design
with a single point attachment at the
back of the nacelle.

Whale Fin

Using biomimicry, the whale fin uses
the same shape and texture of a whale
fin to increase aerodynamics. The
attachment at the top of the nacelle
connects at a single point attachment.

Yaw Bearings
on Tower

The attachment of the bearings is a
press-fit. The size of the bearings is
limited by the outer diameter of the
tower resulting in rather large bearings.

Flange
Attachment for
Fin

Assuming that the back of the nacelle is
flat, two flanges could be created out of
stock and bolt onto the nacelle. The fin
is then clamped between the flanges.

Yaw Assembly
with Roller and
Thrust Bearing

For an assembly on the inside of the
tower, the roller bearing is press-fit on
the inside of the tower and a shelf is
bored out for the thrust bearing. The
wall of the tower would need to be thick
enough to allow this to happen.

Telescoping
Nacelle

The telescoping feature requires the
layers to nest inside each other so they
must be on separate tracks to slide and
allow internal access.

Aerodynamic
Tower Cover

To decrease the drag on the tower, a
cover is placed over the tower in an
aerodynamic shape and held up by a
flange.

Tower Base
Flange

The flange at the base of the tower is a
cylinder welded to a base plate. The
tower would be secured through set
screws around the perimeter.
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APPENDIX H – PUGH MATRICES
NACELLE: Secure Components to Turbine

Distributed
Manufacturability
Accessible to
CPWP Members
Adaptable to
Other
Components
Functional with
Other
Components
Easy to Maintain
and Access by
Operators
Withstand 22 m/s
Wind Speeds
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ΣΣS
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strip

Welding
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0
5

0
4
2
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1
5

2
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2
3
1

+
1
4
1

Bolted
(Datum)

Adhesive

Press fit

S

-

-

+

S

S

S

S

-

S

3D printed inserts

Velcro

XVI
NACELLE: Prevent Foreign Objects from Entering Nacelle
Steel Shell
DATUM

Metal Cover

3D Printed
Cover

Vent / Flaps

Acrylic cover

Wood Cover

Aerodynamically
Efficient

S

-

S

-

+

+

Distributed
Manufacturing

S
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+

-

S

+
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Pleasing

S
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+
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2

0

S
1

S
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2

4
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0
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0
1
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NACELLE: Maximize Aerodynamics

Streamlined shape

Whale ridges

Airfoil shape

Bumps/ dimple

Sideway hot air
balloon

Half of a cylinder

Easy to maintain
and access by
operators

S

S

-

S

-
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NACELLE: Provide Easy Access to Internal Components

Open top

Stadium
dome slider
roof

-

-

S

-

S

+

S

-
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APPENDIX J – DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Y

N
n

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including
pinch points and sheer points?

n

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

n

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

n

4. Will the system produce a projectile?

n

5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

n

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

n

7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
n

8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?

n

9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

n

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging
weights or pressurized fluids?

n

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the
system?

n

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?

n

13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the
design or the manufacturing of the design?
n

n

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?

n

16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

n

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on
reverse.

For any “Y” responses, on the reverse side add:
(1) a complete description of the hazard,
(2) the corrective action(s) you plan to take to protect the user, and
(3) a date by which the planned actions will be completed.

XXXI
Planned
Date
Sharp edges will occur along Add a chamfer to all edges in CAD or include 1/11/21
the base plate and front plate of the requirement to sand down edges in
the nacelle. Sharp edges may manufacturing process.
also occur on the tower
attachment after casting.

Actual
Date
5/15/21

We plan to use epoxy which is Proper PPE will be required when working with 1/11/21
hazardous to humans. 3D epoxy. The 3D printer will be located in a wellprinting is also hazardous to ventilated area.
humans.

5/15/21

The wind turbine will be Include in operation procedures that all bolts are 1/11/21
exposed to up to 22 m/s wind secure before placing in front of high winds.
speeds.

5/30/21

Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action
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APPENDIX Q – USER’S MANUAL
This user manual discusses the assembly procedure and safety hazards of the wind turbine before and while
operating.
Note:

This report is focusing on the yaw, tower, and nacelle of the wind turbine. There are other
procedures for other components such as the blades, generator, internal components… that did not
include in this user manual. Please read the other reports (from another senior project) to be familiar
with the operation and safety risk of other components.
The Design Hazard Checklist, Appendix J, details the common hazards of these systems. It is
recommended to read Appendix J before handling the system.

Basic Safety Tips
•

•

The tower of the wind turbine weights around 8 lbs. It is recommended to carry the tower with
two hands, if possible, wear close toed shoes while carrying the tower, and assemble the project
on a flat surface.
While assembling the wind turbine, the nacelle will unexpectedly rotate because of the passive
yaw mechanism; it is recommended to assemble the system in a closed space and be cautious to
any sudden wind.

Required Personal Protective Equipment:
•
•

Safety Glasses
Close Toed Shoes

Assembly Tools/Parts Required:
•
•

Set of Hex Wrenches
Screwdriver
Part
Number

Part Name

Qty

Source

More Info

1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1110
1120
1130
1210
1220
1230
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350

Tower to Flange Bolts
Outer Ring Slew Bearing Nuts
Outer Ring Slew Bearing Bolts Long
Outer Ring Slew Bearing Bolts Short
Outer Ring Bearing Washers
Slew Bearing
Flange
Inner Ring Slew Bearing Bolts
Tower Tube
Tower Base
Ribs
Base Plate
Top Nacelle Cover
Bottom Nacelle Cover
Top Vane
Bottom Vane

3
2
2
4
6
1
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

Miner’s
Miner’s
Miner’s
Miner’s
Miner’s
McMaster
McMaster
Miner’s
McMaster
McCarthy
McCarthy
custom
custom
custom
custom
custom

M5 x 0.8 x 10mm
M3 x 0.5
M3 x 0.5 x 20mm
M3 x 0.5 x 16mm
M3 Lock Washers
item - 2010N22
machined aluminum
M3 x 0.5 x 25mm
D = 1.75”, t = 0.125”
machined steel
machined steel
machined aluminum
3D Print - PLA
3D Print - PLA
3D Print - PLA
3D Print - PLA

XLIII
1360
1370
1380
1390

Threaded Inserts
Top Nacelle Bolts
Bottom Nacelle Bolts
Nacelle Connecting Bolts

Total

19
4
9
6

McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster

M3 x 0.5 x 5.7mm
M3 x 0.5 x 16 mm
M3 x 0.5 x 12 mm
M3 x 0.5 x 10 mm

37

Bottom Yaw Fin
Bottom Nacelle
Cover

Nacelle Base
Plate

Slew Bearing

Tower
Top Yaw Fin

Top Nacelle Cover

Yaw Flange

Figure 1. Components and subcomponents for the yaw, nacelle, and tower of the wind turbine.
Assembly Procedure:
I.

Set tower on a sturdy surface.
i.

II.

Note: Tower is heavy. Be careful not to drop on extremities.

Fasten the top fin to the top nacelle.
i.

Insert top fin into top nacelle slot.

ii.

Fasten 4x M3-16 bolts to the front 4 holes.

iii.

Use 3x M3-12 bolts on the remaining holes.

XLIV

Top Nacelle
Slot

Figure 2. Slide top fin into slot on the top nacelle cover.

Figure 3. Front holes connection on the top nacelle cover.

III.

Fasten the bottom fin to the bottom nacelle.
i.

Fasten the 2x M3-12 from inside the nacelle.

Holes for
Bottom Fin

Figure 4. Interior of the bottom nacelle cover.

XLV

Holes for
Top Fin

Figure 5. Bottom nacelle cover and bottom yaw fin assembled.
ii.

Place the bottom nacelle over the tower and allow it to rest on the surface.

Figure 6. Bottom nacelle cover and bottom yaw fin resting on the surface.
IV.

Fasten the slew bearing to nacelle base plate.
i.

Align the outer slew bearing holes with the holes on the bottom of the base plate.

ii.

Use a 6x washers between the base plate and the slew bearing for each bolt.

XLVI

Slew Bearing
Bolt Circle

Figure 7. Washers prepared for fastening of the slew bearing.
iii.

Connect the 2x M3-20 bolts into the through holes facing the back of the base plate.
Secure with 2x M3 hex nuts and tighten.

Hex Nuts

Figure 8. Bolts for the through holes (left) on the bottom of the nacelle base plate and hex nuts (right) to
attach to the top of the nacelle base plate.
iv.

Thread the 4x M3-16 bolts into the remaining threaded holes and tighten with hex
wrench.

XLVII

Figure 8. All six fasteners in place to be fastened into the slew bearing and the bottom of the base plate.
V.

Fasten the slew bearing to the yaw flange.
i.

Align the inner slew bearing holes with the holes on the yaw flange.

ii.

Thread 6x M3-25 into the slew bearing through the yaw flange. Tighten all bolts with hex
wrench.
i. Note: Bolts should be tightened in a star pattern to ensure that the slew
bearing is tightened evenly and is not askew.

Figure 9. Bottom view of yaw flange attached to the slew bearing.

Figure 10. Side view of yaw flange attached to the slew bearing.

XLVIII
VI.

Fasten the yaw flange to the tower.
i.

Place the yaw assembly with nacelle base place concentric with the center of the tower
column.

ii.

Align the holes on the side of the yaw flange with the holes at the top of the tower.

iii.

Thread 3x M5-10 through the tower into the yaw flange.
i. Note: The nacelle base plate will now be free to spin about the vertical axis, use
caution.

Fastener for
Yaw Flange

Figure 11. Side view of the tower fastened to the yaw flange and partial nacelle assembly.
VII.

Fasten the bottom nacelle to the nacelle base plate.
i.

Pull up the bottom nacelle to align with the holes on the nacelle base plate.

Figure 12. Bottom nacelle cover and bottom yaw fin pulled up to meet nacelle base plate.
ii.

Thread 4x M3-12 into the four holes on the outside of the nacelle base plate.

XLIX

Holes for Nacelle
Base Plate
Figure 13. Inside view of the nacelle bottom cover to show threaded inserts that will attach to the nacelle
base plate.

Holes for Nacelle
Bottom Cover

Figure 14. Top view of the nacelle base plate indicating the through holes meant to attach to the nacelle
bottom cover.
VIII.

Fasten the top nacelle cover to the bottom nacelle cover.
i.

Align the holes on the top nacelle cover to the bottom nacelle cover. Connect tab from
the bottom nacelle cover into the slot in the top nacelle cover.
i. Note: Watch for pinch points when connecting the covers.

L

Figure 15. Attach the top nacelle cover to the bottom nacelle cover.
ii.

Thread 4x M3-10 up from the bottom nacelle cover. Thread another M3-10 into the tab.
Secure with hex wrenches.

Holes for Tab
Connection

Holes for Cover
Connection

Figure 16. Indicate where to place the fasteners to secure the top and bottom nacelle cover.

LI
Maintenance
It is recommended for user to regularly check the yawing mechanism frequently since the slew bearing
needs to be well lubricated. Note that the team was using a closed slew bearing which means the lubrication
is already applied upon purchased. Also, maintain the yawing mechanism will likely eliminate yaw error
of the wind turbine. Most of the components would not require active maintenance if the wind turbine was
used in a normal condition where temperature, wind speed… are not exceed the critical point for the
materials. Scratches and wears can be shown on the nacelle and the yaw vane with heavy usage which can
reduce the aerodynamics of the wind turbine, so it is recommended for user to check them occasionally.
Replacing or Repairing Parts
Before replacing or repairing a part, make sure that the part is compatible with the other project team as
well as other components. It is recommended for user to use the bill of materials to know the part’s
dimension, material, and cost before replacing or repairing. The project was designed not to have many
modified parts; therefore, if a modified part such as the flange, the nacelle baseplate…was needed to be
replacing or repairing, then the user MUST follow the manufacturing process for the specific part so that
the part will be compatible with other components.

LII

APPENDIX R – AESTHETICS SURVEY

LIII

LIV

LV

LVI

LVII

APPENDIX S – DRAWING PACKAGE
See Yaw, Nacelle, and Tower Drawing Package below.
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NOTES
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1.
ALL DIMS. IN MM
2.
TOLERANCES
X.XX = 0.05
ANGLES = 1
3.
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
1.6
4.
FAO
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Title: TOWER RIBS

Material: STEEL
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CAL POLY WIND POWER

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

1310

NACELLE BASE PLATE

1

2

1320

TOP NACELLE COVER

1

3

1330

BOTTOM NACELLE COVER

1

4

1340

TOP FIN

1

5

1350

BOTTOM FIN

1

6

1360

THREADED INSERTS

19

7

1370

TOP NACELLE BOLTS

4

8

1380

BOTTOM NACELLE BOLTS

9

9

1390

NACELLE CONNECTING BOLTS

6

Title: NACELLE ASSEMBLY

Material: VARIOUS

Part #: 1300 E

Date: 6/2/21

Drwn. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY
Scale: 1:2

Chkd. By: SOPHIE SPENCER

B

104.00

94.00

52.00
90.00
45.00
70.00

2X M3X0.5 - 6H
35.00

29.00

A

14.50

47.00

C
2X M7X1.0 - 6H
0.02 B A C

0.02

80.00
40.00
46.00
23.00

0.02
20.00

44.00
22.00

14.00

6.00

15.00

2X R22.67

20.00

29.30
65.00

45.00
63.00
80.00

4X M3X0.5 - 6H
0.02 B A C

2X 95.00

2X M5X0.8 - 6H
10 1
0.02 B A C

110.00

118.00

R28.50

R10.00

18.00

170.00

2X R3.00
4X M3X0.5 - 6H
12 1
0.02 B A C

188.00

6X 60°
230.00

1
6X M3X0.5 - 6H
12 1
0.02 A B C

2X M3X0.5 - 6H

4X M5X0.8 - 6H
0.02 B A C

12.50

15.95±0.02

25.00

NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.05
ANGLES = 1
3.
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
4.
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
5.
MATERIAL: ALUMINUM - 1060
1.6
6.
FAO

37.50
75.00

1

CAL POLY WIND POWER
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BASE PLATE OUTER SHAPE WILL BE WATERJETTED. A PART FILE
WILL BE PROVIDED FOR THE SPLINE GEOMETRY.

Title: NACELLE BASE PLATE

Material: ALUMINUM

Drwn. By: SOPHIE SPENCER

Part #: 1310

Date: 6/3/21

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

Scale: 1:1

CAL POLY WIND POWER

Title: NACELLE BASE WATER JET

Material: ALUMINUM

Drwn. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

Part #: 1310 W

Date: 6/3/21

Chkd. By: SOPHIE SPENCER
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Scale: 1:1

7X

3.40
6.50

1
+0.10
R7.00 0.00
+0.10
2X R6.50 0.00

90.00
3X 70.00

+0.10
14.30 0.00

15.00

C

6.93
50.00

35.00
70.00
66.21

100.00

132.47

249.43

B

A
223.00
4X

40.00

4.50
7.50
0.05 A B C

SCALE 1:3

59.00
34.00
68.00

118.00

NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.1
ANGLES = 2
3.
MATERIAL: PLA
1.6
4.
FAO
1
2

2

CAL POLY WIND POWER
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

COMPONENT WILL BE 3D PRINTED, SO
ONLY CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
SURFACE PROFILE HAS A 2MM OFFSET
FROM OUTER EDGE OF BASE PLATE

Title: TOP NACELLE COVER (1/2)

Material: PLA

Part #: 1320

Date: 6/3/21

Drwn. By: SOPHIE SPENCER
Scale: 2:3

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.1
ANGLES = 2
3.
MATERIAL: PLA
1.6
4.
FAO

75.00
25.00
15.43
6.93

1
59.00

2

80.00

COMPONENT WILL BE 3D PRINTED, SO
ONLY CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
SURFACE PROFILE HAS A 2MM OFFSET
FROM OUTER EDGE OF BASE PLATE

SCALE 1:3

SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 1.5
B

5.80
7X 8.70
11.60
A

A

B

SECTION B-B
SCALE 1 : 1.5

124.81
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Title: TOP NACELLE COVER (2/2)

Material: PLA

Part #: 1320

Date: 6/3/21

Drwn. By: SOPHIE SPENCERY
Scale: 2:3

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

68.00
34.00

NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.1
ANGLES = 2
3.
MATERIAL: PLA
1.6
4.
FAO
1

1

75.00
37.50

19.00

2X

COMPONENT WILL BE 3D PRINTED, SO
ONLY CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
SURFACE PROFILE HAS A 2MM OFFSET
FROM OUTER EDGE OF BASE PLATE

2

20.00

4.50
7.50
0.05 A B C

+1.00
54.00 0.00
2X 223.00
180.00

D

2

D

90.00
4X

40.00

SECTION A-A

59.00
118.00

3.40
6.50
0.05 A B C

B

25.00

45.00

6.10

A

90.00

C

2X

SECTION D-D

4.50
7.50
0.05 A B C

4X 2.00
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Title: BOTTOM NACELLE COVER

Material: PLA

Part #: 1330

Date: 6/3/21

Drwn. By: SOPHIE SPENCER
Scale: 3:5

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.1
ANGLES = 2
3.
MATERIAL: PLA
1.6
4.
FAO
1
2

COMPONENT WILL BE 3D PRINTED, SO ONLY
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
NACA 0015 SYMMETRIC AIRFOIL

SCALE 1:5

0.05
219.30
43.00
20.00
11.00

A

7.70
3.85

34.96

1
2

12.60

29.50

3X 7.50
4X 25.00
2X

A

3.40 THRU
6.70
3.15

15.00

SECTION A-A

42.50

5.00
10.00

5X 70.00
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Title: TOP VANE

Material: PLA

Part #: 1340
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Scale: 1:3

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

20.00
3.50

7.00

2
36.00

25.00

SCALE 1:5

20.00

40.00

0.02

11.00
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2.
TOLERANCES:
X.XX = 0.1
ANGLES = 2
3.
MATERIAL: PLA
1.6
4.
FAO

1
219.30

1
2
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Title: BOTTOM VANE

Material: PLA

Part #: 1350

Date: 6/3/21
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COMPONENT WILL BE 3D PRINTED, SO ONLY
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
NACA 0015 SYMMETRIC AIRFOIL

Drwn. By: SOPHIE SPENCER
Scale: 1:3

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

4.7 mm

M3 x 0.5 mm Thread

5.7 mm

3.9 mm

CAL POLY WIND POWER

Title: THREADED INSERTS

Material: BRASS

Part #: 1360

Date: 6/3/21
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Drwn. By: MCMASTER CARR
Scale: N/A

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY

5.5 mm

3 mm

16 mm

3 mm

2.5 mm
Hex
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M3 x 0.5 mm Thread

Title: TOP NACELLE BOLTS

Material: ALLOY STEEL

Drwn. By: MCMASTER CARR

Part #: 1370

Date: 6/3/21

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY
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Scale: N/A

5.5 mm

3 mm

12 mm

3 mm

2.5 mm
Hex
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M3 x 0.5 mm Thread

Title: BOTTOM NACELLE BOLTS

Material: ALLOY STEEL

Drwn. By: MCMASTER CARR

Part #: 1380

Date: 6/3/21

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY
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Scale: N/A

5.5 mm

3 mm

6 mm

3 mm

2.5 mm
Hex

CAL POLY WIND POWER

M3 x 0.5 mm Thread

Title: NACELLE CONNECTING BOLTS Material: ALLOY STEEL

Drwn. By: MCMASTER CARR

Part #: 1390

Chkd. By: MAGGIE NEVRLY
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Scale: N/A

